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PERFORMANCE
BY DESIGN

NEW PROFESSIONALS AND SPONSORS

Not only to go to, but beyond our limits, according 
to this motto we start into the year 2022. We are 
supported in this border crossing in addition to old-
known sponsors also by new partners - DRAG Bicy-
cles, GLS Austria “parcels to people”, REBOOTS and 
WAHOO fitnessproducts are among our sponsors 
from this season, which will give the quality of our 
team an additional boost. The fans will be happy, 
because “Ricci” Zoidl, Alexis Guerin and Co. want to 
really rock the season. 

“ÖSTERREICH DREHT AM RAD”

Speaking of fans: “meet and greets” with our drivers 
and other personalities from the world of sports are 
planned. And: With our “Right in the middle of it, 
instead of just being there live” VIP Package, hard-
core fans can watch some of the best races from the 
passenger seat of a support vehicle. We simply say 
“welcome”. The TV road show initiated by Studio 
K19 and Team Vorarlberg as well as the series of 
events “Österreich dreht am Rad” will also be pro-
longed and greatly expanded in 2022. We continue 
to turn the wheel with power. On the wheel of time.

THE LÄNDLE EQUIPE IS NOT 
ONLY ENTERING ITS 24TH YEAR 
OF EXISTENCE, BUT HAS ALSO 
COMPLETELY ADOPTED ITS 21ST 
CENTURY. IN ADDITION, IT ALREADY 
HAS FIVE SEASONS OF UCI PRO 
UNDER ITS BELT AND, ALONG WITH 
HANS GROHE, IS THE CYCLING 
LEADER IN THE ROOF REGION. AS 
ALWAYS, WITH STRONG EXISTING 
AND NEW PARTNERS, TALENTED 
RIDERS AND A TOP SUPERVISOR.

“CYCLING IS TEAMWORK. AS A TEAM, WE OVERCOME NOT ONLY STAGES, BUT ALSO OUR 
OWN LIMITS, AND HOPEFULLY IN ABSENCE WITHOUT CRISIS.”
 
THOMAS KOFLER (TEAM MANAGER)

IN THE SLIPSTREAM OF PROGRESS

24 years Team Vorarlberg! In 2023 we will say 
“the quarter century is full! But what we are 
proud of most of all: Our team has long since 
arrived in the 21st century. The main indication 
of this is the broad media focus. With an even 
more concise social media presence, digital 
reporting directly from the race and regular 
background content, we want to make every 
stage as spectacular as possible.
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STRATEGy

The most beautiful color is colorful: That is why our visions are just as colorful 
and multi-layered as the individual personalities and nationalities of the 
members of our team. We would like to briefly outline our core concepts at 
this point:

SPORTING VISION:
Team Vorarlberg currently operates in the UCI Continental category. However, 
we are working consistently to move up into the top league of UCI Pro 
Teams. The way there on the one hand by signing up international as well as 
national riders. On the other hand, it is also part of our vision to achieve this 
goal by selectively promoting and developing young cyclists. In our eyes, 
this is the only way to achieve a sustainable establishment in the top field.

NETWORK VISION:
We want to grow: But for us, growing also means growing with our  
athletes. We want to achieve this by making full use of our know-how and 
our possibilities. In cooperation with our partners and sponsors. Our 
international network (through partner companies, events and rider 
networks) has steadily grown and now consists meanwhile exclusively of long-
lived, consolidated and above all contentwise valuable co-operation.

MARKETING VISION: 
Team Vorarlberg is a brand, and like every brand, image cultivation is an 
important concern for us. Your company communicates through this image. 
For this reason, we also position ourselves by drawing on a wealth of 
marketing know-how. We strive for an image mix of performance, lifestyle, 
innovation and high social character.
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FACTS
1999–2005

2006–2010

2011–2014

2015

2017–2022

UCI GS3 Team: Overall victory in the Tour of Brandenburg, second in the Tour 
of Austria, national road champion and mountain and time trial titles. Seventh 
overall in the 2005 UCI World Ranking.

First Professional Continental Team in Austria. Starts at the Tour of Flanders, 
Gent-Wevelgem, Hamburg Cyclassics, wins the sprint jersey at the Tour de Suisse, 
mountain jersey at the Tour of Germany, overall victory in the Austrian Tchibo Top 
Rad Liga. 

 
UCI Europe Tour: Winning the Austrian Cycling League. Over 50 season victories, 
40 podium finishes and several championship titles at national championships. 
Victories at national tours in Taiwan, Iran and China. 

The greatest success: overall victory by Victor de la Parte and two stage wins at the 
Tour of Austria. Overall victory at the Fleche de Sud Tour. 

Team Vorarlberg has developed into the most successful team nationally and, 
above all, has clearly positioned itself internationally in the UCI ranking as 
the second strongest German-speaking team after the World Tour team BORA 
hansgrohe. The partly outstanding successes also in the fight against the big 
teams of the world, especially in the last four years, show a clear trend forward. 

• 12 Racers / 12 Employees in the support staff 
• 48 Racing bikes / 15 Time trial machines 
• 120 sets of impellers
• 6000 Drinking bottles
• 78 garments per driver
• 439 000 total bike kilometers of all riders 
• 212 000 kilometers with the fleet 
• 122 race days in 13 countries 

A
M
A
Z
I
N
G
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MANAGEMENT & 
SUPPORT CREW

Johannes Kofler (AUT)
Technical manager/mechanic

Thomas Kofler (AUT)
Team Manager

Thomas Kofler is manager and founder of Team Vorarlberg, which 

traded under the name ÖAMTC Volksbank-Colnago when it was 

founded in 1999. As a result, promising results were quickly achieved in 

the elite and U23 sectors. 

 

From 2002 onwards, under his leadership, the course was set towards a 

professional team. The first notable triumphs on international asphalt 

followed in 2004.

 

In the following years, the team from the Alps developed into a true 

forge for professionals with international top format. The structures for 

professional bike racing were constantly optimized. For years, Team 

Vorarlberg has been one of the leading teams in the German-speaking 

region – and is far from being tired.

Werner Salmen (GER)
Athletic director

Hans Innerhofer (AUT)
Athletic director

Cornel Enzler  (SUI)
Athletic director

Mechanics 
Samuel Rees (WAL), 
Michael Heinzle-
Schneider, David Meier 
(beide AUT),  Jim Rocha 
(USA) 
Physiotherapists/
Masseurs
Nicolas Berton (FRA), 
Julia Pichler (AUT) Vreni 
Achatz (GER) 

Backoffice
Jürgen Schatzmann 
(AUT), Nicole Kaufmann 
(AUT)

Homepage/Press
Caroline Merlin (AUT)   

Marketing: 
Native Media

Team Fan TV:
Studio K19 

 

Maximilian Kuen (AUT)
Athletic director
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RACERS
IN 2022, AS ALWAYS, WE WILL BE RELYING ON A BALANCED MIX OF YOUNG GUNS AND 
SEASONED VETERANS. 

DANIEL GANAHL

Year of birth: 1996
in team since: 2021

Alexis Guerin

Year of birth: 1992
in team since: 2020

Year of birth: 1995
in team since: 2015

dominik amann

Year of birth: 1999
in team since: 2018
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roland thalmann

LUKAS RÜEGGMATTHIAS REUTIMANN

Nikolas Riegler

COLIN STÜSSI

martin meiler

Year of birth: 1998
in team since: 2017

Year of birth: 1994
in team since: 2022

Year of birth: 1993
in team since: 2019

Year of birth: 1993
in team since: 2018

Year of birth: 1996
in team since: 2022

Year of birth: 2001
in team since: 2021
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LINUS STARI

riccardo zoidl

Year of birth: 1988
in team since: 2022

Year of birth: 1998
in team since: 2020
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IMPRESSIONs
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events

Arlberg Giro

PRO EVENT CYCLING SPORTS GMBH IS (CO-)ORGANIZER 
OF NUMEROUS TOP EVENTS. THESE ARE NOT ONLY 
IMPORTANT FOR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS, BUT 
ALSO FOR THE PUBLIC AND THE MANY FANS OF TEAM 
VORARLBERG.  

MARKETING

On Labor Day, the starting gun will be fired for the 
11th time this year for the fastest race of the ÖRV Rad 
Bundesliga 2022. A unique, top-class record field of 
200 professionals from over ten nations is expected. 
Cooperation partners are the market town of Nenzing 
and the local civic music.

After the extremely successful premiere in 2011, the 
confirmations followed in 2012 to 2019. Cycling at 
the highest level on the Arlberg. 2020 followed the 
interruption due to the Corona pandemic. In 2022 we 
are again entrusted with the co-organization of this 
event in the Arlberg region.

GP Vorarlberg/Nenzing

The Käferle Rad Kids Cup, which was held for the first 
time in 2012, encourages youngsters in particular to 
actively participate. This event for young cyclists is 
regularly included in bike races and other events in 
cooperation with “Sicheres Vorarlberg”.

Since the year 2020, the Pro Event Cycling Sports 
GmbH takes a fixed place in the close OC team of 
the AUDI FIS Ski World Cup in Lech-Zürs. The broad 
network and the experience in the event sector, build 
another bridge to the Arlberg, to the cradle of alpine 
skiing.

Käferle Cycling Kids Cup Flexenrace/Lech-Zürs
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Media presence is essential for the team and its partners. We have access to countless press contacts in 
the respective target countries, send out more than 120 press, fan and partner newsletters every 
year and generate several million views in the media landscape via the classic PR channels.

Sporting highlights such as the Tour of Austria, Tour de Suisse, Tour de Romandie, Tour of the Alps, Rund 
um Köln and many more are broadcast on TV and give us access to an international audience. 

A partnership guarantees the placement of your brand on these unique advertising platforms at the best 
price-performance ratio!

TEAM VORARLBERG MAKES 
FOR HEADLINES!

Press relations
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With the newly initiated format “Austria turns on the wheel”, a mobile TV team 
accompanied our team across Austria, experienced how top sport meets popular 
sport and got to know the country and its people.

The response to this event was excellent and not only compensated for the loss of 
national races, but even expanded them. 

It is therefore not surprising that the format will be maintained for the coming 
season. During a beaten six months, those interested can experience all facets of 
cycling live, from top and sporting events and interesting facts about tourism to 
mobility and ecological topics.

“Austria turns on the wheel” puts the focus on cycling and all circumstances 
accompanying it, thus ensuring even more acceptance and relevance.

Media key data:
Facebook views of the event - 495,000
Instagram views - 90,000
Youtube - 27,000
Eurosport / ORF / K19 - 923,000

Total reach:

1,535,000 online & TV viewings as well as

approx. 1,150,000 within print media

SPECIALS

ÖSTERREICH
dreht am rad 
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Sensation: Team Vorarlberg wins the Race Around Austria 

With a time of 2 days 12 hours and 20 minutes, the strong 4-man Team 
Vorarlberg set a sign at the legendary Race Around Austra and sensationally 
finished with a new course record.

In consistently warm temperatures, Maximilian Kuen, Daniel Ganahl, Nikolas 
Riegler and Swiss guest rider Peter Inauen started Europe’s toughest bike race 
last Thursday evening in St. Georgen im Attergau. The Race Around Austria 
demands everything from the riders as well as from the organization and 
helpers team. It is non-stop 2,200 kilometers along the border roads around 
Austria and conquer an incredible 30,000 meters of altitude.

New course record by Team Vorarlberg

The four highly motivated riders of Team Vorarlberg mastered the route 
excellently and also mastered the more difficult section with Großglockner, 
Kühtai, Bielerhöhe, Faschina and Hochtannberg. In the end it was enough for 
a new course record. 

Total reach:

1,535,000 online & TV viewings as well as

approx. 1,150,000 within print media

SPECIALS
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#CONTENT #REICHWEITE #INTERAKTION #HASHTAG #RSS FEED 
#PHP #JSCRIPT #HTML5 #3D #MOTIONGRAPHICS …

Die Radsport- bzw. die Online-Community versteht sich als technisch 
und inhaltlich versierte Zielgruppe. Aufgrund dessen stellen einerseits 
die Zuschauer, aber nicht zuletzt auch wir an uns selber einen hohen 
Anspruch im Bereich des Contents. Im Laufe der letzten vier Jahre 
haben wir kontinuierlich an der Qualität, Quantität und vor allem 
an der Innovation unseres Erscheinungsbildes gearbeitet. Auf 
Basis stetiger Überlegungen zur Ausarbeitung von kommunikativer 
Alleinstellungsmerkmale konnten wir uns mittlerweile innerhalb der 
Kategorie UCI von unseren Konkurrenten abheben.

“Mit Maßnahmen, wie der 360°-View-Darstellung unserer Fahrer, der 
nahtlosen Integration der Social-Media-Portale, Echtzeitstatistiken 
von Procyclestats, den Videoheadern und auch durch unseren 
bewährten Newsfeed haben wir im Bereich Onlinemarketing wirklich 
einen Grundstein für das Team Vorarlberg gelegt.”  - Thomas Glinik 
(Marketing)

Diese Umsetzungen und die nachhaltige Verfolgung unserer Content-
Marketing-Strategie zeigten auch innerhalb der Statistiken hohe 
Zuwächse. So konnten wir im Laufe der letzten drei Jahre unsere 
Reichweitendaten der Webseite verdoppeln und im Bereich Social 
Media Wachstumsraten von jährlich ca. 20% verzeichnen. Die 
fortlaufende Kreation von Videoinhalten stellte dabei ein wichtiges 
Schlüsselelement dar.   

Facebook-Fans

Online-Berichte
*Google Alerts 

Video Views on 
Facebook*

17.231

412

712543

ONLINE-
Marketing
CONTENT IS KING
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Unter Berücksichtigung sämtlicher uns vorliegenden Daten konnten wir ermitteln, dass die Marke Team 
Vorarlberg in der Saison ca. 18,5 Millionen *direkte Online-Sichtungen erzielt.  
(Schwankungsbreite von ca. +/-8%).

Post Sharing

Webpage Sessions Impressionen

Seitenaufrufe Interaktionen

Durchschn. 
Besuchsdauer

1896

45.913 2425723

 
85.532

19.411

2:11

Legende:
 Andere
 Webpage
 Facebook

Average Likes
per post  

*(on Team Page)

Instagram 
Follower

168*

2.815

*Analysezeitraum: 01. Januar 2020 - 31.12.2020 - Quelle: Webseite, Social Media Kanäle vom Team und allen Teambeteiligten. 

Reichweitenübersicht
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the radhaus  

MORE IS BETTER: AN ADDITIONAL SALES CHANNEL

The team’s headquarters has now become the cycling competence center in Austria. Throughout the 
year, events, lectures and information days are held at RadHaus. The topics of top, junior and mass 
sports are the top priority here. The experience and feedback of the professional team is incorporated 
into all areas.

The fusion of a classic specialized trade for bicycles and accessories with a professional team represents 
an absolutely unique selling point of Team Vorarlberg within the cycling landscape. 

This combination not only offers customers maximum competence in consulting and service, but also 
enables our equipment partners to efficiently place their products. Fast and sustainable return of 
investment.

TEAM HEADQUARTER
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An extensive range of bikes and accessories, but also specials such as 
the first Cycle Cafe in Vorarlberg achieve the highest level of customer 
satisfaction and bring the RadHaus a frequency of about 6,500 
customers per year. 

Our team riders are regularly on site at the RadHaus and thus enable 
customers to have direct contact with the athletes. Such hearings 
naturally enjoy high popularity.
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The fan club and support association of Team Vorarlberg offers 
all fans, sponsors and friends of the team a sporting opportunity 
to experience cycling and the cycling pros up close. Cycling also 
and above all means emotions. The fan club offers a platform 
to live these emotions. And it does so in an extremely friendly 
manner. It is not only a meeting place for cycling enthusiasts, 
but also offers people of all backgrounds the opportunity to 
network. In marketing language, probably the ideal platform 
for lead generation for your company/product!

FAN CLUB
SUPPORT ASSOCIATION
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Ingo Weiler Kurt Michelini
Sales & Marketing  Profile Design Managing Director Brewery Frastanz

We are pleased to continue our partnership 
with Team Vorarlberg in 2022 after eight 
successful years of cooperation. The team 
plays an important role for us as a testing and 
development partner and ambassador for the 
Profile Design brand.

Being a sponsor of the Ländle cycling team 
naturally fills us with great pride and also 
supports our image as a people’s and Ländle 
brewery. For us, sports and beer simply belong 
together. Be it with friends in the stadium, 
together in front of the TV or after a hard 
workout.

Statements

Thorsten Frahm Eberhard Thiele
Frahm Sponsoring Director Sales & Marketing

With our OEM partners at Team Vorarlberg, we 
realize the highest level of performance for both 
sporting success and product development. We 
are particularly pleased that we can also achieve 
direct sales success through the entire team and 
its network.

GLS Austria is pleased to have Team Vorarlberg as 
a top partner in sports, which carries core values 
of our company such as dynamism, flexibility 
and fairness to the outside world. Through the 
international races, the partnership gains Europe-
wide visibility.
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WE SEE OURSELVES AS AMBASSADORS FOR YOUR BRAND AND YOUR COMPANY. 
FOR US, FULL SPONSORSHIP IS NOT JUST ABOUT ACHIEVING A RETURN ON 
INVESTMENT AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. MUCH MORE, IN OUR EYES, A POSITIVE 
SYNERGY OF CONTENT, TRUST AND CONVICTION FORM THE BASIS OF ANY 
SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP.

SPONSORING

• The UCI Continental category reaches approximately 450 million views per season. Team 
Vorarlberg reaches about 18 million direct views via events, PR and online marketing. 
approx. 18 million direct sightings.

• Cycling is a popular sport and an absolute growth market. According to industry 
analyses (source: ECF) from 2017, it is valued at a total volume of € 513.19 billion within 
the EU. Tendency rising. 

• Like almost no other sport, cycling encounters a very high popularity. More than 35 % of 
Europeans say they are interested in cycling. The response to this fact is that there are 
increasing efforts to integrate cycling into top sporting events.

GENERAL DATA

Team Vorarlberg offers a special service for its partners: The event calendar is adapted 
to the optimal positioning of the sponsors. This way, the brand can be placed exactly 
on the market. 
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• What is particularly striking: According to market analyses, cycling enthusiasts and active 
cyclists have a positive attitude toward sports sponsorship and an above-average interest 
in the products of the sponsoring brands. 

• Compared to most other outdoor sports, cycling has a decisive advantage: its almost year-round 
coverage. With few seasonal restrictions, it can be performed virtually throughout the year, 
and the potential reach in terms of sponsorship is thus increased accordingly.

Ad Corona: The cycling industry proved to be particularly crisis-proof in 2020. 
Despite longer-term plant closures, the Austrian cycling trade recorded unprecedented growth of 
more than 11 %. (A sum of increased prices and higher demand)

Ad climate crisis: Around the world, governments have reacted to the widely known developments 
and are pushing measures to counteract them sustainably. It has been clear for a long time that 
cycling protects the climate and promotes health, and that the sport also has a positive 
impact on the economy.

“ IN COUNTRIES WITH AN AFFINITY FOR CYCLING, SUCH AS ITALY, 
FRANCE, SPAIN, BENELUX AND THE UK, WE ARE EVEN GROWING 30 
PERCENT FASTER THAN IN ALL OTHER COUNTRIES.

Willi Bruckbauer, Founder BORA

Market development  two-wheeler trade
Source:  VSSÖ ARGE Fahrrad

+ 2,9%
+ 6,0 %

2016 2019

Growth forecast  
Survey (DACH)

E-Sport + 61%

Basketball + 27%

Cycling + 54%

* SURVEY: HOW WILL THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF ACTIVITY FOR SPONSORING MEASURES DEVELOP?

+ 11,5 %

2020
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• Media presence: Cycling events are usually longer events, so TV placements 
are relatively more extensive. And: Cycling has one of the highest growth 
rates in live sports broadcasts and therefore also and above all means an 
intelligent investment for the immediate future.

In addition, the return-of-investment ratio of about 1:10 is above average. 
Other sports have an average ratio of 1:4.

• Cycling receives consistently high coverage both nationally and internationally. 
In a recent trend survey, 39 % of 264 decision-makers surveyed in the DACH 
region rated the developments in sponsorship measures in cycling very 
positively. 

• ORF: The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation broadcast all stages of the Tour 
of Austria on TV in 2019. In addition, it has been broadcasting different cycling 
formats for years and broadcasts all stages of the Ö-Tour live on A1 TV.

• SRF: SRF has been broadcasting the Tour de Suisse without interruption 
since 1991. Coverage directly from the race track and from the finish area, as well 
as a new accompanying program, guarantee high media visibility for your 
brand. 

TV & MEDIA

• ARD/ZDF: ARD and ZDF have been reporting live from the Tour de France 
again since 2015 – with rising ratings. In addition, live broadcasts of the 
reintroduced Deutschland Tour are also planned for 2022. 

• Eurosport: Traditionally, Eurosport is a guarantor of both qualitatively and 
quantitatively excellent cycling coverage. In 2022, the channel will broadcast 
live cycling on more than 100 days with a total of more than 490 broadcast 
hours. The grand tours achieve respectable ratings, placing them on a par with 
the biggest sporting events in Europe.
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FOCUS & MARKETS

“ In cycling, there is a return of ten euros for every euro of 
media presence invested. In other sports, the ratio is a 
maximum of 1:4. BORA recently achieved an advertising 
value of 55 million euros through its successful team, 
which is visible on many TV channels around the world. 
Advertising campaigns in the company’s main sales 
countries would have cost many times that amount.

Willi Bruckbauer, Founder BORA

The focus of the cycling circus is visibly shifting to Central Europe. And with it all sponsorship 
activities in the direction of a high-income potential audience:

-  Austria: With more than 600,000 spectators along the course and an extremely   
 high media presence, the 2018 World Cycling Championships in Innsbruck were the  
 most successful summer sports event in Europe.

– Switzerland: Speaking of the World Cycling Championships, the Swiss bid was   
 successful, so they can look forward to welcoming one of the most important cycling  
 events to Zurich in 2024. And thus, after 2018, once again in Central Europe.

–  Germany: Since 2018, a tour of Germany is taking place for the first time in ten years.  
 The Tour is contractually secured for the next decade.  ARD and ZDF broadcast all  
 stages live. 
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Tap into new audiences through our marketing....
Measures: Print campaigns, online marketing measures, 
special photo shootings with your products etc.

YOUR BRAND – OUR IMAGE

CONSTANT AND SUSTAINABLE ADVERTISING

PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS CREATE TRUST

WE BOOST YOUR SALES…

USE OUR PRO’S…

The possibilities of classical advertising measures achieve a maximum 
number of sightings. Measures: TV presence, radio spots, team clothing, 
vehicle fleet, homepage, social media, mailings and much more.

On- and offline referral marketing throughout the network of: Events, 
RadHaus, Cycle Cafe, Fan Club, etc. Measures: Social media interactions 
(Facebook likes, etc.), member-to-member campaigns, voucher 
promotions, Vorteilscard, etc.

Target group oriented and authentically communicated. Advertising your 
product with best performance. Measures: Product sales directly in the 
RadHaus, demographic social media marketing, selected mailings, 
event placements, etc.

Our team drivers and supervisors provide direct support - anytime. 
Measures: Riders as testimonials at trade fairs (e.g. Eurobike) for you 
as equipment partners, riders accompany you at events or you can 
accompany us on tours and at events in the team bus.

classic  
marketing

influencer 
marketing

lead 
marketing

SPECIALS

image 
marketing

YOUR POSSIBILITIES
YOUR BRAND – IN THE RIGHT PLACE

IN ADDITION TO A LARGE NETWORK, WE CAN DRAW ON DIRECT MARKETING MEASURES 
(RADHAUS AND EVENTS) AS WELL AS EXCELLENT PRESS CONTACTS AND EFFICIENT, 
TARGET-GROUP-ORIENTED ONLINE MARKETING. 
IN ADDITION, ONE PHENOMENON MUST ALWAYS BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT: THE MAJORITY 
OF PEOPLE INTERESTED IN CYCLING ARE ALSO ACTIVE THEMSELVES AND THUS SHOW A 
FAR GREATER AFFINITY FOR THE PRODUCT THAN IS USUALLY THE CASE IN OTHER SPORTS.
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coffee break
POWERED BY CYCLE CAFE
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Imprint

PROFESSIONAL CYCLING
www.team-vorarlberg.com

Sponsorship concept  

Pro Event Cycling Sports GmbH
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www.team-vorarlberg.com
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